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Pacemaker interactions induce reentrant wave dynamics in engineered
cardiac culture

Bartłomiej Borek, T. K. Shajahan, James Gabriels, Alex Hodge, Leon Glass,
and Alvin Shriera)

Department of Physiology, McGill University, 3655 Promenade Sir William Osler, Montreal,
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(Received 11 June 2012; accepted 9 August 2012; published online 27 August 2012)

Pacemaker interactions can lead to complex wave dynamics seen in certain types of cardiac
arrhythmias. We use experimental and mathematical models of pacemakers in heterogeneous
excitable media to investigate how pacemaker interactions can be a mechanism for wave break and
reentrant wave dynamics. Embryonic chick ventricular cells are cultured in vitro so as to create a
dominant central pacemaker site that entrains other pacemakers in the medium. Exposure of those
cultures to a potassium channel blocker, E-4031, leads to emergence of peripheral pacemakers that
compete with each other and with the central pacemaker. Waves emitted by faster pacemakers
break up over the slower pacemaker to form reentrant waves. Similar dynamics are observed in a
modified FitzHugh-Nagumo model of heterogeneous excitable media with two distinct sites of
pacemaking. These findings elucidate a mechanism of pacemaker-induced reentry in excitable
media. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4747709]

Excitable media, such as the heart, nerves, and some
chemical reactions support propagating waves of activity.
Following a wave, there is a refractory period in which
the media cannot be excited. Collision of two waves leads
to annihilation of the waves. Two dimensional excitable
media support a variety of wave patterns including target
waves emanating from a pacemaker and spiral waves.
Since spiral waves underlie some serious cardiac arrhyth-
mias, we are interested in understanding how these waves
originate. Using both an experimental system composed
of cells from embryonic chick heart and a mathematical
model of cardiac tissue, we show that spiral waves can
arise from the interaction of waves from two pacemakers.
This observation may help in the understanding of the
initiation of cardiac arrhythmias.

I. INTRODUCTION

The heart rate in birds and mammals is set by a small
region located in the right atrium of the heart called the sinus
node. Waves emanating from the sinus node propagate
through the rest of the heart leading to cardiac contraction
and the pumping of blood throughout the body. These nor-
mal circumstances can become unstable leading to a variety
of abnormal cardiac rhythms. In some instances, these
arrhythmias may be associated with serious impairment of
heart function or even death.1

Reentrant arrhythmias are the most dangerous class of
abnormal cardiac rhythms. In reentrant arrhythmias, the
rhythm is not set by the sinus node but by a circulating wave
of excitation that typically has a faster frequency than the
sinus rhythm.1 Further, in reentrant arrhythmias, the pattern
of contraction of the heart is abnormal and this impairs the

pumping action of the heart. In some situations, the reentrant
wave circulates on a well defined anatomical pathway,1

whereas in other circumstances, there are spiral or scroll
waves.2,3 A major challenge in cardiology is to predict which
patients are most likely to develop a spontaneous transition
to a reentrant arrhythmia.4,5

A variety of mechanisms lead to the initiation of reentrant
waves in both experimental and theoretical models. These
mechanisms include stimuli delivered during a short time inter-
val (called the vulnerable period) following the excitation;6–8

instabilities in propagation during rapid excitation frequencies
leading to fluctuations in excitation properties and eventual
formation of reentrant waves;9–13 blocked propagation by large
inexcitable heterogeneities in cardiac tissue;14–16 and blocked
propagation due to small but dispersed heterogeneities leading
to wave break.17–21

Experimental studies in intact cardiac tissue2,3,22–24 and
cardiac tissue culture11,13,17,18,24–32 represent important
approaches to study both the properties of reentrant waves and
the mechanisms that lead to their initiation. While others have
used electrical stimulation to induce reentrant waves,11,30 we
have focused on the induction of reentry that occurs as a func-
tion of cell density and the addition of drugs that modify ion
channels.17,18,25 In particular, addition of drugs that block a
specific potassium channel (hERG), such as E-4031, induces
complex rhythms in cultured heart cell aggregates33 and intact
hearts.22,34–36 These experimental studies have been comple-
mented by extensive theoretical analyzes using both simplified
models such as cellular automata,17,18,25 and FitzHugh-
Nagumo type equations,19–21,25,37,38,43,45,48,49 or more realistic
models, such as the Luo-Rudy model,14,39–41 based on ionic
mechanisms.

In the current work, we describe the induction of reen-
trant waves in tissue culture. In Sec. II, we describe a method
that we have developed to engineer tissue culture with a
dominant pacemaker region. In Sec. III, we describe thea)alvin.shrier@mcgill.ca.
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o 生体電気（細胞膜電位）の波を可視化
o 不整脈発生に関する原理を考察

心臓で起こる興奮性の波を実験と数理で調べた論文
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Wrinkling and folding appear universally during the growth 
of soft and natural systems1–5. During brain development, 
wrinkling occurs at two stages: first, the emergence of 

folds along the neural tube separates and defines different brain 
regions, such as the left and right hemispheres6,7. Second, folding 
of the cortex contributes to the expansion of brain surface area8–10. 
Reduced cortical folding (lissencephaly) is one of the manifestations 
of a severe neurodevelopmental disorder, which is accompanied 
with intellectual disability and reduced life expectancy11,12. From a 
physical perspective, surface wrinkles emerge as a mechanical insta-
bility when an elastic material is under compression13. At low forces, 
the material is compressed in the direction of the force and expands 
perpendicular to it, thus resulting in strain. Beyond a critical force, 
the material will exhibit folding and wrinkling to release the com-
pression, without further increase in strain energy. Compression 
forces and wrinkling can arise internally during differential swell-
ing of polymer gels, due to solvent absorption14–19. When the outer 
region of a gel is swelling faster than the interior, the mismatch 
leads to residual strain and results in periodic wrinkling. Similarly, 
wrinkling can arise during in vivo development both from non-
homogeneous tissue growth20, and localized cytoskeletal contrac-
tion5,21,22. Here, we study the emergence of folding during in vitro 
brain organoid development, characterize the physical mechanisms 
which lead to differential growth, and reveal the underlying critical 
and scaling behaviour.

Recent breakthroughs in stem-cell technologies enable three-
dimensional culturing of human stem cells, which develop into 
organ-like structures, and exhibit remarkable self-organization and 
collective behaviour (‘organoids’)23–28. However, three-dimensional 
growth to a millimetre scale without vasculature leads to cell death 
in the organoid core, as diffusion becomes inefficient for nutrient 
supply. Furthermore, tissue thickness obstructs optical imaging 
and real-time microscopy is carried out in organoid slices. Here, we 
present an on-chip approach, which enables development of human 

brain organoids to millimetre diameter, together with efficient 
nutrient exchange by diffusion, and in situ whole-organ fluorescent 
live imaging over several weeks.

Human embryonic stem cell aggregates were inserted into a 
microfabricated compartment29 of height h =  150 ±  10 µ m, and 
filled with collagen-laminin-based hydrogel (Matrigel™) (Fig. 1a-d, 
Supplementary Fig. S1, Methods). Within 1–3 days, the homoge-
neous and isotropic cell aggregate self-organized into a spherical 
shell structure surrounding a small cavity (lumen) (Fig. 1e, Day 3,  
Supplementary Fig. S2). During the first week, the organoid 
expanded by a factor of 20 to an area of 0.2 ±  0.05mm2 and a thick-
ness of t =  50–200 μ m (Fig. 1e Day 4–6, Supplementary Figs. S3, S4). 
The cells in the organoid attained a bipolar morphology, extend-
ing from the inner (apical) surface of the organoid, r =  0, to the 
outer (basal) surface, r =  t (Fig. 1d). The cell nuclei were radially 
oriented (Fig. 1d) and performed an up-and-down radial motion 
coupled to the cell cycle, with cell division at the inner surface, r =  0 
(Supplementary Movie S1). This mimics the developing brain ven-
tricular zone, which is composed of proliferating neuronal stem 
cells30. The developing organoid exhibited enrichment of cerebral 
cortex specific genes31, including FOXG1, PAX6, EMX2 and LHX2, 
as revealed by RNA sequencing (Fig. 1f, Supplementary Fig. S5), 
and an increase in genes typical for radial glia cells and neurons, 
accompanied by a corresponding decrease in pluripotent cell mark-
ers (Supplementary Figs. S5,6). By day 30, immunostaining revealed 
a layer of NEUN+ neurons surrounding the PAX6+ progenitor cells 
(Supplementary Fig. S7). These findings indicate that the on-chip 
organoid approach successfully mimics the early developing cortex.

In the second week of development we observed the emergence 
of surface instabilities (Fig. 1e; days 6–11). The two-dimensional 
wrinkling index, =W L

L
G

f
 was computed as the contour length, LG, 

normalized by the length, LF, of an outer convex contour aver-
aged over N =  14 organoids (Fig. 2a,c). The wrinkling dynamics 
exhibited an onset at days 6–8, followed by a maximal wrinkling 

Human brain organoids on a chip reveal the 
physics of folding
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Human brain wrinkling has been implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders and yet its origins remain unknown. Polymer gel 
models suggest that wrinkling emerges spontaneously due to compression forces arising during differential swelling, but these 
ideas have not been tested in a living system. Here, we report the appearance of surface wrinkles during the in vitro develop-
ment and self-organization of human brain organoids in a microfabricated compartment that supports in situ imaging over a 
timescale of weeks. We observe the emergence of convolutions at a critical cell density and maximal nuclear strain, which are 
indicative of a mechanical instability. We identify two opposing forces contributing to differential growth: cytoskeletal contrac-
tion at the organoid core and cell-cycle-dependent nuclear expansion at the organoid perimeter. The wrinkling wavelength 
exhibits linear scaling with tissue thickness, consistent with balanced bending and stretching energies. Lissencephalic (smooth 
brain) organoids display reduced convolutions, modified scaling and a reduced elastic modulus. Although the mechanism here 
does not include the neuronal migration seen in vivo, it models the physics of the folding brain remarkably well. Our on-chip 
approach offers a means for studying the emergent properties of organoid development, with implications for the embryonic 
human brain.
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organoids. The curvature was measured by averaging the tangent 
angle θ(r) derivative along the surface perimeter contour < ∂ rθ(r)>  
in 7–10 organoids. Notably, the effect of blebbistatin was irrevers-
ible. By comparing our results against the swelling gel model17, we 
conclude that the cytoskeleton inhibition drug effectively acts to 
soften the elasticity of the organoid core, EB. A soft core, EB< ES, 
is easily pulled and follows the outer surface folds, allowing long-
wavelength (small-curvature) folds. In contrast, a stiff core, EB≫ ES, 
retains its original shape during the swelling process and results in 
short-wavelength folds and high curvature.

Next, we studied the short-term effects of cytoskeleton inhi-
bition, using blebbistatin (Fig. 4c), nocodazole, which disturbs 
microtubules polymerization, and Rho-associated coiled-coil con-
taining protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor, which disrupts myosin 
contractility and actin polymerization22. Additionally, we used laser 
microdissection to irradiate cells in the organoid core, while keep-
ing the perimeter cells intact (Fig. 4d, Supplementary Fig. S14). All 

treatments resulted in expansion of the inner surface (Fig. 4c,d), 
and a reduction in perimeter thickness (Fig. 4e). Blebbistatin treat-
ment resulted in an increase of the cellular inner surface area from 
19 ±  0.5 μ m2 to 50 ±  2 μ m2 (Fig. 4f). Laser microdissection resulted 
in a relative inner surface area of 12 ±  2% (Supplementary Fig. S14). 
The neuroepithelium thickness after the treatment, t, is described 
by a single linear function of the thickness before treatment, t0, for 
all drugs and including the microdissection (Fig. 4e,i). The reduc-
tion in thickness is Δ t =  t–t0 =  − 0.22t0–5 μ m (Fig. 4e). Lifeact-
GFP fluorescence intensity along the inner surface was reduced  
(Fig. 4h,j), which is attributed to disassembly of actomyosin fila-
ments. The outer surface fluorescence increased, which may be 
due to redistribution of actin within the cell, as the total amount 
of actin is preserved. Additionally, a decrease in the aspect ratio of 
the nucleus was observed from R1/R2 =  2.6 ±  0.3 before treatment, to 
R1/R2 =  1.9 ±  0.1 after blebbistatin treatment, and R1/R2 =  2.02 ±  0.16 
after treatment with ROCK inhibitor (Fig. 4k,l). Overall, these data 
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indicate that the apical surface is actively contracted by the cellular 
cytoskeleton, and contributes to the effective stiffness of the organ-
oid core (Fig. 4g).

We next studied the effect of LIS1 heterozygous (+ /− ) mutation 
(Fig. 5a,b). The mutation is associated with lissencephaly, which 
is a severe smooth brain malformation11,36,37. The LIS1 protein is 

involved in several key functions, including proliferation and neu-
ronal migration, as well as in the regulation of molecular motors 
and the cell cytoskeleton38–45. Three isogenic mutant cell-line clones 
were generated, using CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing, and expressed 
reduced LIS1 protein levels (Supplementary Fig. S15). The LIS1+/− 
organoids followed the same neuronal development pathway as 
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Fig. 5 | LIS1+/− mutation results in lissencephalic organoids, modified ECM and cytoskeleton, and reduced cell elasticity. a,b, Images of wild-type  
(WT) and LIS1 mutant organoids (LIS1+ /-), respectively. c, Expression data of extra cellular matrix (ECM) and cytoskeleton related genes (N!= !3).  
d–g, Distribution of organoid thickness (d,f) and wrinkling wavelength (e,g) for WT (d,e) and LIS1+ /−  (f,g) (N!= !5). h, Wrinkle wavelength as a function of 
thickness. i, Tangent correlation function, < cos(θ(Δ r))> , between two points at a distance r along the organoid surface (N!= !9 WT, 10 LIS1+ /− ). At short 
distances the correlation decreases linearly, 1− r/lp. WT organoids exhibit correlation peaks (arrowheads). Inset: correlation functions of healthy (blue) 
and lissencephalic (orange) human brains. j, Average curvature < |∂ rθ(r)|> of WT and three different and isogenic LIS1+ /−  clones (N!= !9–11). k, Elastic 
modulus of WT and LIS1+ /−  embryonic stem cells (ES) and neuronal progenitors (NP) from several thousand force curves (N!= !7–10). Inset, an illustration 
of AFM measurements. l, Nuclear velocities during apical (inward) and basal (outward) motion for WT and LIS1+ /−  (N!= !15). m, Two-dimensional diagram 
of nuclear area A and radial-position r/t of LIS1+ /−  nuclei. Orange colour intensity indicates the percentage of nuclei at each point. Black line and arrows 
indicate progression with time. n, Nuclear area growth, over a cell-cycle period, in the outer (Out, r/t > 0.5) and inner (In, r/t< 0.5) parts of the organoid  
for WT (same as Fig. 2f) and LIS1 + /− . Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used to compare the WT and LIS1+ /−  distributions. Scale bars are 200!μ m (a,b), 
50!μ m (c) and 5!μ m(n). Error bars represent s.e.m. Asterisks represent statistical significance (*p!< !0.05,**p!< !0.01,***p!< !0.001). The horizontal line 
within the box plots (j,k) indicates the median, boundaries of the box indicate the 25th- and 75th -percentile, whiskers cover 99.3 percent of data, and red 
crosses indicate outliers.
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脳の「しわ」の物理モデルを
オルガノイドを使って検証

2022年度に読む論文（たとえば）
脳の「しわしわ」ってなんなんだ？

(Tallinen et al., 2016)



・わりとユルイ感じで進めます。
学部生１回生でもOK!

・前期や後期終了後の割と暇なときに
本物のembryoを観ます
・日程は参加者の都合優先
・場所は概ね２号館のセミナー室


